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ABSTRACT
Due to rapidly growing size of database, storage considers one of the obstacles for
database performance. The structure of current hard disk media contains traditional
technology with some changes, which cannot maintain the database workloads. On
the other hand, flash memory promises faster performance for database applications,
flash memory has ended up to be the significant consistent data storage tool for
mobile and embedded devices.
Flash memory-based development platform supplies the adaptability to provide a
wide range of hardware and software implementations in the cost-performance trade
off scale. In this paper we have reviewed flash memory technology, the flash memory
database trend. We present the role of flash memory in: importance of small database
in small businesses, and database security. We presented advantages and
weaknesses, utilizing this technology required an efficient flash memory-based
database system; also, this issue counts one of the challenges.
Keywords: Flash memory, business, database, security, storage

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the crucial aim of enterprises is to reduce costs and improve performance. It is the
IT's duty for backing the quick growth of data, besides the real-time processing desires and
detailed analytics demands, all with decreasing the operational costs. Although all the
demands have increased the heritage technology of spinning disks has not progressed with
them.
Due to rapidly growing size of database, storage considers one of the obstacles for database
performance. The structure of current hard disk media contains traditional technology with
some changes, which cannot maintain the DB workloads. On the other hand, flash memory
promises faster performance for database applications (Anciaux, Bouganim, & Pucheral).
There are some advantages of flash memory over hard disks, they are lower energy
consumption, smaller size, lower noise and heat, damage resistance and high speed, figure 1
shown table space read performance and illustrated that using flash make the performance
much better. Nonetheless, limited wear and high price (relatively) are the disadvantages of
flash memory (Batni & Safaei, 2014). Even though, flash memory price has been decreased
faster than hard disk (“SSD Hard Drive Upgrade Results » The Online Investing AI Blog,”
n.d.).
Flash memory-based development platform supplies the adaptability to provide a wide range
of hardware and software implementations in the cost-performance trade off scale. Fast
prototyping and easy evaluation of flash memory-based storage system designs is supposed to
be provided by the proposed platform (Kim, Lee, Nam, & Min, 2008).
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NAND (Negated AND or NOT AND) flash memory has ended up to be the significant
consistent data storage tool for mobile and embedded devices (e.g. mobile phone, USB disk
drive, mp3 player). This paper will discuss limitation of using erase-before-write
era
write and displays
inadequate write performance of flash memory particularly when write operations are
requested in an arbitrary order (NA, Moon, & Lee, 2011)
2011).

Figure 1.. Flash disk read performance (“Guy Harrison - Yet Another Database Blog - Flash
tablespace vs. DB Flash Cache,” n.d.)

Rapidly growing sizes of DB makes the storage with high performance and significant
capacity necessary and crucial; this is after mobile embedded systems evolved into data
centric and multimedia-oriented
oriented applications. This is made flash memory to be an essential
component in mobile embedded systems (Song, Tao, & Gao, 2010).
In addition, flash-based
based storage devices are now supposed to have incredible ability as an
alternative storage medium that can replace magnetic disk drives and achieve much higher
performance, this is because, flash memory density has increased and its price has decreased
(Nam, Na, & Lee, 2010). Table 1 presents cost of flash memory and disks; the price of flash
is coming down more rapidly than the price of spinning disk.
Table 1. Relative costs for (Graefe, 2007)

NAND Flash

SATA Disk

$999 for 32 GB

$80 for 250 GB

Price per GB

$31.20

$0.32

Time to read a 4-KB
KB page

0.16 ms

12.01 ms

4-KB reads per second

6,200

83

Price per 4-KB
KB read per second

$0.16

$0.96

3.98 ms

12.85 ms

250

78

$3.99

$1.03

Price and capacity

Time to read a 256-KB
KB page
256-KB
KB reads per second
Price per 256-kB
kB read per second
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Data management on flash memory becomes a new great challenge. This result from, the
rapid growth in capacity and availability of flash memories, designing an efficient flash
memory-based DB system is one of these challenges (C. Chung & Hsu, 2014). In addition,
many papers have been published by researchers, which discuss query processing algorithms
and indexing technique on flash memory-based DB systems. Furthermore, they highlighting
that these storage devices will replace the existing electronic mechanical hard disks in the
near future (T. Chung, Park, Park, & Lee, 2006; Song et al., 2010; Teshome & Chung, 2010).
SYSTEM SOFTWARE FOR FLASH MEMORY: A SURVEY
Special software operations are required for flash memory-based applications during
reading/writing data from/to flash memory this is because of its hardware characteristics. An
example of its characteristics is erase-before-write architecture. That is, in order to update a
location on a flash memory, it has to be first erased before the new data can be written to it.
Additionally, the erase unit (block) is larger than the read or write unit (sector) (Nam et al.,
2010; Suh, Moon, Efrat, Kim, & Lee, 2014). This is result in declining major performance of
the overall flash memory system. As a result, the system software called FTL (Flash
Translation Layer) should be introduced (T. Chung et al., 2006; Sang-won Lee, 2007; Na,
Moon, & Lee, 2009; Park, Lee, Pyi, Lee, & Cho, 2014).
FLASH MEMORY TECHNOLOGY
There are two main categories of flash memory NOR and NAND. On the one hand, the
properties of NOR memory are fast and simple access procedures, however, its storage
capacity is slower and it is thus preferred to being program storage. On the other hand,
significantly higher storage capacity is offered by NAND flash, and is more appropriate for
storing large amounts of data(Lin, Chen, Wang, & Wu, 2014).
Currently there are mainly four kinds of Flash memory DB(Kim et al., 2008; Saxena & Swift,
2010).
FLASH MEMORY DB SYSTEM VS. FTL
FTL performs a number of actions in order to make linear flash memory appear to the system
as a disk drive, and these actions are: first, creating “virtual” small blocks of data or sectors
out of flash’s large erase block. Second, data will be managed on the flash so that it appears
to be “written in place”, while it’s stored in different spots in the flash. Third, clean/erased
places to store data are available because of managing the flash by FTL itself (Understanding
the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) Specification, 1998).
Flash Technology
There are two different states in flash media which are erased and non-erased. While it’s in
erase state a byte is either all zeros (0x00) or all ones (0xFF) depends on the flash device. As
soon as the media enters erase state a certain bit of data can only be written to, and it’s
regarded as unusable. Therefore, a significantly larger block of flash known as erase block
should be erased. Additionally, in flash technology toggling single bits or bytes from a nonerased state back to an erased state is not allowed. These details are shielded from the file
system by the FTL. In addition, FTL remaps the data passed to it by writing to unused data
areas in the flash media. Moreover, it manages reclaiming the discarded data blocks for
reuse(Understanding the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) Specification, 1998).
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PREVIOUS WORKS ON FLASH MEMORY DB
R-tree
Block-oriented access over flash memory may result in introducing an important number of
node updates for applications with spatial data management. For instance, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS). This update may result in a great number of out-places updates
and garbage collection over flash memory and damages its consistency.
R-tree index access of spatial data over flash memory possibly will capably handle finegrained updates. Additionally, flash translation layer will be used directly for the
implementation without any changes current application system (Wu, Chang, & Kuo, 2003).
Advantages of Using R-Tree
I.
II.

Improving system performance, overheads on flash-memory management, and
energy dissipation.
Handling updates efficiently.

In-Page Logging (IPL)
It is a new design for flash memory based DB servers, and some limitations such as write
latency has been solved by this new design. Additionally, it provides a high performance for
flash-based DB servers comparing to disk-based DB servers. Moreover, access methods and
traditional disk-based DB algorithms can perform its task effectively without any changes.
Advantages of Using In-Page Login
I.

Despite reducing the modifications made to the overall DB server architecture, IPL
supports gaining the best achievable performance from flash memory. Additionally,
it helps running a full-fledged DB server on a wide scale of computing platforms
with flash memory instead of magnetic disk drives.

II.

Computing a platform that uses flash memory as a core storage device can handle
large-scale transactional DB applications to run efficiently(S.-W. Lee & Moon,
2011; SW Lee, Moon, Park, Hwang, & Kim, 2010).

IPL B+-tree
IPL B+-tree is a new index structure, which based on IPL storage scheme. It overcomes the
problems in the current disk-based B+-tree index system.
Table 2 displays page utility for B-tree nodes on disk and flash memory (Graefe, 2007).

Why using this method:
1.

High shock resistance, low access latency and low power consumption are made
NAND flash memory to become the main permanent data storage medium for
mobile and embedded devices. However, writing performance in flash memory is
not good enough particularly when it comes to write operation in a random order.

2.

With the current disk-based index structures and algorithms the preferable
performance may not be gained because when updating, inserting or deleting data
records in the DB the size of changes which made to the index structure is very
small, especially in the range of 10s to 100s bytes (Kim et al., 2008).
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Advantages of Using IPL B+-Tree
I.

By taking the advantages of IPL scheme it can decrease the number of overwrites in
B+-tree index. Additionally, it has all the features of B+-tree index.

II.

It can work well on various flash memory platforms without depending on a specific
FTL; this is because of, using a raw flash device interface as an alternative to a
block device interface.

This approach can be concluded by
In-Page logging concept is a useful and feasible solution for flash memory DB systems when
implementing IPL based B+-tree. Additionally, the conventional disk-based B+-tree index
performance is deeply depends on its FTL algorithms, and it is not appropriate for flash
storage devices.
Problem with Conventional Design
First, when updating a single record the entire page that contains the record should be
updated, this will cause the record to be overwritten. Additionally, when the accessing a
small record in the DB is random and spread the total amount of overwritten data is likely to
be much greater than the updated data. Second, assume that in the computing platform that
the traditional disk-based DB system works on it, all magnetic disks are changed to flash
memory. In case of updating data in place the whole erase unit should be erased after reading
its content to the memory, and then filling the erase unit by writing the new content, this is
caused by the erase-before-write restriction of flash memory. Another problem is, in case of
updating data repeatedly the lifespan of flash memory will be shortened. Since the erase
cycles of erase unit is limit before becoming statistically undependable.
Table 2. Page utility for b-tree nodes on disk and flash memory
Access Time ms

Utility / Time

Page size
KB

Records /
page

Node
Utility

HDD

Flash

HDD

Flash

4

140

7

12

0.16

0.58

43.6

16

560

9

12.1

0.34

0.75

26.3

64

2240

11

12.2

1.07

0.9

10.3

FLASH MEMORY DB IN BUSINESS
Flash memory DB may be more suitable for small business in the following perspective:
mobility, preserves privacy, security, less required infrastructure, and reduce cost operation.
Therefore, we present a brief comparison between small and big DB in the context of
business management, also, we present latest DB security framework suitable for small
business.
Small DB vs. Big DB
Whenever we discuss DB protection, we begin by discussing extensive DBs maintained
simply by large businesses usually. But it could be argued that biggest DB challenges of most
are those confronted by the small businesses, which are struggling to get a basic security set
up just. Today the business environment in which smaller businesses are operating, dictates
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that new needs have to be applied in small sized businesses to improve their DB protection.
They ought to adopt a new group of security equipment, which require simple installation,
maintenance and use. Security equipment’s protect the small company DBs from DB
protection breaches.
In both cases, instead of going for the costly DB servers which additionally requires extra
hardware as well as the extra expenses in training and handling, the flat file may be
considered as a candidate due to its easy handling nature, fast accessing, and of course free of
cost, but the main hurdle is the security aspect which are not up to the optimum level.
Although large companies aree the targets of data breaches by hackers often, small businesses
have to be more worried about their DB security also. In fact, small businesses also have
much more to lose because of data breaches since they generally have fewer infrastructures
set up with
th less IT personnel, so the threat of data loss is a lot higher in comparison to large
companies. Although small businesses do not utilize the same security steps that large
companies do, there are many other security measures by which your small business can
reinforce its DB security (K. K.-Y.
Y. Lee, Tang, & Choi, 22013).
DB Securıty
DB management systems are increasingly being used to store information about all aspects of
an enterprise. The data stored in a DBMS is often vital to the business interests of the
organization and is regarded as a corporate asset. In addition to protecting the intrinsic value
of the data, corporations must consider ways to ensure privacy and to control access to data
that must not be revealed to certain groups of users for various reasons.
New framework has proposed by (Qader, 2014) called Multilayer Checkpoints for DB
Security (MLC-DBS).
DBS). It discussed factors influenced required layered to ensure DB security
and what specific layer is more necessary; there are many techniques
techniques of security, which
differs from multi sides, reliability, requirement, cost, speed, policy... etc. That is, a technique
may be the best for some place, whereas the same technique is totally insufficient for another
place.
oposed by this paper will undoubtedly be highly beneficial for
The strategy framework proposed
small DB and big DB because both sizes may contain valuable data. All they need to
implement the framework for any size of the DB is deciding how many layers is required and
what specific layer is more necessary. MLC-DBS
MLC DBS is the flexible solution for big and small
DB, and systems that protected by MLC-DBS
MLC DBS are more secure than others, because, if one or
some of the checkpoints are cracked, there are other that remains the system in secure.

Figure 2.. Flash memory DB issues and promises
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Modern life need more DB, DB store sensitive and private data therefore securing DB
consider crucial. Flash memory DB may be more suitable for small business in the following
perspective: mobility, preserves privacy, security, less required infrastructure, and reduce cost
operation. Therefore, we present a brief comparison between small and big DB in the context
of business management, also, we present latest DB security framework suitable for small
business. These features encourage researchers to: more utilizing flash memory DB, develop
this technology, and overcome weakness (Anciaux, Bouganim, & Pucheral, 2014; Li, Wang,
Wang, & Li, 2013). In this paper, as shown in Figure 2, we reviewed the works of integrating
flash memory and DB, also we discuss the importance of small DB in small businesses, and
we present latest DB security framework. Small businesses have much more to lose because
of data breaches since they generally have fewer infrastructures set up with less IT personnel,
so the threat of data loss is a lot higher in comparison to large companies.
In the next work we will implement varies techniques of information security with flash
memory DB using different DB management system.
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